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A feud reminiscent of the Hatfields and McCoys, a love story worthy of Romeo and Juliet.Despite

growing up on the Pleasant Valley Ranch, single mom Cat McKenna doesnâ€™t know a thing about

cattle. But even with her preference for high heels instead of cowboy boots, sheâ€™s determined to

save the family ranch she inherited for her son. She just needs to hire the right foreman.

Neighboring rancher and town heartbreaker, Cody Taylor, might be perfect for the job, though their

families have been feuding over land and water for generations.Living in the shadow of the wealthier

McKenna ranch has not been easy for the Taylors. But buried under a mountain of debt after his

late fatherâ€™s illness, the only way out for Cody may be to accept Cat McKennaâ€™s job offer.Can

Cody keep his pride and ranch intact while helping the one family in all of Wyoming thatâ€™s the

sworn enemy of the Taylors...and the one woman in Wyoming who is capable of stealing not only

his land, but his rancherâ€™s heart?
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i enjoyed all three of the maverick books . i read them out of order but it didnt matter they a stand a



lone book. it is nice to know the others story first.

This story shows that even through family feuds, theft, false arrest and other bad things going on,

that two people who fall in love on opposite sides of the fence can fall in love and beat the world

around them.A very good story!

We'll researched and written. The characters were almost real and were always contributing to the

story.The author does a great job in pulling it all together to the benefit of her readers. Great job......

Her dad died leaving her to take car of the ranch that's in trust for her son. She isn't into dancing

and hires as her ramrod the son of a man her dad had a feud with. Spark fly but love endures

This is a very good story about love finding a way to overcome very big obstacles. Even when the

deck is stacked against them and evil is trying to put them down they overcome.

Kind of a fun read if you like western romance

This was the second in the series, and I need the first book for the background.

Fantastic. The story lines were done well. Anne Carrole is a good writer. I do want to read about

Tace, Ty brother and Tucker brother, who is Mandy's brother. Also. About Jace, Cody's brother. I

will be waiting.
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